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3. Character Creation 
Creating a character in Spaceward, Ho! is in many ways similar to doing so by the basic Fate Core rules, 
so if you want to follow along with your rulebook for that system, feel free! However, there are a few 
extra elements that need to be paid special attention to, and that’s what this chapter means to lay out 
for you. 

Like in Fate Core, you’ll be selecting a number of Aspects, Skills, Stunts, and (possibly) Extras for your 
character. While those items have been covered in a general sense in earlier chapter, now they are 
going to receive very specific focus for how they might look for a Spaceward, Ho! character. 

Your character will receive a total of six Aspects—a High Concept, a Trouble, a Species Aspect, and the 
three Aspects of the “Phase Trio.” Furthermore, you’ll receive a Great (+4) Skill Pyramid to work with 
(1x Great [+4] Skill; 2x Good [+3] Skills; 3x Fair [+2] Skills; and 4x Average [+1] Skills) to use as you 
see fit. You’ll receive a total of five free Stunts—four to choose as you please, plus one from your 
species choice. Furthermore, you’ll start with 3 Refresh, and can spend up to 2 of that to buy 2 
additional Stunts, if you prefer. Finally, depending on the nature of your character and the campaign, you 
may begin play with an Extra, like a Starship or a Psionic Attunement. 

Your character will also have two Stress Tracks—Physical and Mental. Some Skills or even Extras may 
improve these, otherwise, they both start at 2 slots apiece. You will have a shared pool of 
Consequences—one Mild, one Moderate, and one Severe (again, these may be augmented, but you’ll 
generally never have less than these three). Depending on the nature of the campaign, an additional 
Stress Track and set of Consequence slots may be added for Resources; otherwise, this may be tracked 
by alternative means. 

High Concept 
Your character’s High Concept is the Aspect that describes the sum of their being—their calling card, 
what they’re infamous for, the story they tell themselves about their own life in their head every night. It 
represents what your character is and what he or she does; maybe it’s a job, or a calling, or what 
they’re good at, or even what they hope to be good at! It could be a duty they must fulfill, or maybe 
even a tragic event that sculpts the rest of their worldview. 

If you’d like, you can think of your High Concept as your character class in another kind of RPG, but it 
shouldn’t be something as simple as Smuggler or Ship’s Cook. Try to expand it a little—Smuggler with 
a Heart of Gold or Supertaster Ship’s Cook. Consider including your relationship with family, a 
friend, or even an organization—say, Dulfix Smuggler with a Heart of Gold?! or Supertaster Ship’s 
Cook Aboard the Avenging Flame. Maybe you could even consider mashing two rolls together 
unexpectedly, like Psionic Lawyer or Dancing Starbase Hull Repairman. 

This is fairly key, but even if you just have a basic sort of idea of what kind of character you’d like to be 
(a loud-mouthed, loutish starship captain with a big head, a taste for the ladies, and a nasty penchant for 
undervaluing his staff), you could play the first session or two based on that and see if you and the other 
players can come up with a good High Concept to encapsulate the character who goes out in the game. 

Trouble 
Your trouble is likely to be the source of a great deal of Compels, as it deals with a simple question: 
what complicates your character’s life? It causes chaos, forces characters into uncomfortable (but 
interesting!) situations, and oftentimes gets in the way of your character attaining their hopes and 
dreams. Troubles often come in two forms: Personal Struggles and Problematic Relationships. 
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To quote the Fate Core rulebook, Personal Struggles are about your darker side or impulses that are 
hard to control. They are things that tempt a character at the worst possible moment: addictions, 
failings, vices. Maybe you’re a Bross who’s particularly Prone to Blood-Rages or a Slyraine who Loves 
Shiny Things. Ideally, these are the sorts of personal troubles that are intrinsic to a character and 
difficult, if not impossible, to overcome, but if it makes sense for your character to do so in the story, 
they can rename the Aspect at a Milestone to represent a new Trouble that has begun plaguing them 
(oftentimes, it is particularly interesting if overcoming your previous issue leads to a new set of 
problems—maybe that angry Bross found peace, but is now Terrified of the Beast Within Me and 
unwilling to fight at all anymore!). 

Problematic Relationships are about people or organizations that make your life hard. These could be 
your sworn enemies who want to see you dead—or worse—your crummy boss who never lets up, or 
even family or friends that keep getting themselves stuck in nasty situations. Maybe you’re a Zuulgos 
patrolman who thinks I Hate What the Star Patrol Makes Me Do, or a Kreanne stuck doing odd jobs 
for cash because My Brother-Storm Owes the Dulfix.  

Don’t get into the trap of making your Trouble and High Concept two sides of the same coin—a good 
Aspect will do that on its own! An honorable Space Patrolman is likely to have earned the ire of his 
superiors, while a powerful Psionic Lawyer obviously has to deal with all the nastiness of constantly 
hearing people’s most secret thoughts all around her. Now, that’s not to say that your Trouble can’t be 
something that interferes with you High Concept; indeed, having something that holds you back from 
being your idealized version of yourself is extremely interesting! 

Also, although your Trouble is likely to be your most-Compelled Aspect, don’t forget that you can 
Invoke it for benefit, too. That Slyraine who Loves Shiny Things might have sticky fingers, but she 
knows a thing or two about valuable artifacts from all her time reading about fabulous ancient treasures 
on the Darknet, and might be able to help her crewmates identify a particularly rare find in an Ancient 
Ones cache they stumble upon. 

Species of Spaceward, Ho! 
There were a number of sapient species inhabiting the Orion Sector at the time of the Artaxian 
Enlightenment’s arrival and the so-called Twinned War. While the Artaxians sealed many species onto 
their homeworlds with the extraordinarily powerful, unthinkably huge “Keeper Arrays” (enormous 
orbital shield platforms that completely restrict interstellar flight to or from a planet), many individuals 
elected to remain in space (supposedly forevermore) on space colonies, starbases, asteroid mining 
operations, and even individual ships.  

Moreover, some smaller colony worlds, military installations, and research operations managed to evade 
Artaxian detection during the war and the messy “mop up” of Systems Accord forces that followed. The 
inhabitants of these lost enclaves must balance their desire for growth and exploration with the need to 
remain hidden from the Zuulgos and the Quix, the two species conscripted by the Artaxians to keep an 
eye on the Orion Sector. 

Oh, and more than a few new species have likely arrived in the area since the war’s end, wondering just 
where everyone’s got to! And with the Artaxians missing for the last 50 years or so, folks all across the 
Sector are getting antsy. Trade—illegal and otherwise—is flourishing, new colonies are being founded, 
and there’s even talk of trying to find a way to smuggle people and resources onto and off of the Keeper 
Array-sealed worlds. In short, the peoples of the Orion sector are waking up, and ready to move past 
their defeat in the Twinned War! 
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Your character’s species will have a fair degree of influence over the course of the game. First and 
foremost, your character’s species will determine the contents of your third Aspect slot; 
you should use one of the suggested Species aspects or hash out a replacement with your GM. 
Moreover, some species will grant you additional abilities, often in the form of free Stunts and/or Extras. 
Sometimes, you may even need to choose between more than one option! 

Artax 
The Artax are the leaders and progenitors of the Artaxian Enlightenment, the scourge of the galaxy and 
destroyer of the Systems Accord. They manipulated the Zuulgos and Quix from behind the scenes 
under threat of destroying them utterly, then used their forces to distract the Systems Accord while 
they amassed their own Cleansing Fleet just outside of Accord Space. When they came, no one had 
anything left to fight them, and one by one, the Accord species fell. 

However, because of this, most people don’t actually know a lot about the Artaxians themselves. Their 
ships—massive Battlecruisers and Titans bristling with weapons and screaming into systems from e-space 
at a frightful pace—certainly inspired terror and misery wherever they went, and the enormous Keeper 
Arrays that they encased the Accord homeworlds in showcase a knowledge of multidimensional 
engineering far beyond even the most advanced Accord science. Despite all these great shows of force, 
few people claim to have ever actually seen an Artax warrior before, and those that do could well be 
lying. 

The Zuulgos and Quix regard them with absolute, terrified respect, and most seem fundamentally 
incapable of disobeying the commands of their leaders in the Enlightenment. Given how nasty the 
Zuulgos and the Quix tend to be, that probably says more about the Artax than anything the Accord 
species learned about them directly. 

However, in the last 50 years, the Artax seem to have vanished from the Orion Sector. Smugglers, 
Patrol members, colonists, explorers, and more have suddenly found that they no longer accidentally 
run into enormous Enlightener Battlecruisers or Cleansing Fire Titans in deep space any longer, and 
residents of Zuulgos- and Quix-controlled starbases don’t report seeing any Artax vessels docking in 
decades. 

If the Zuulgos or Quix know where their masters have gone to, they’re certainly not speaking up. Maybe 
they’ve been distracted by something else, or even consider their war of Enlightenment over! Or maybe 
this is just the eye of the storm, and they’ll be back with more ferocity than ever before. 

While it’s unlikely that you’ll pick Artaxian player character, here are a few Aspects that describe them, 
at least as well as Accord species can remember from the war: 

Vicious Cleansers of the Galaxy; Mysterious Spacefaring Zealots from the Core; Missing in 
Action for 50 Years 
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Bross 
Bross Aspects: Furry-Faced Tribal Savages; Hulking Brutes with a Whole Lotta Chips on their 
Shoulders; In Search of the All-Queen 

Bross Stunt: Razor-Sharp Claws! – When a Bross uses the Melee Combat Skill to Attack with his 
claws, the Attack gains Weapon: 2. Short of a surgical procedure or the catastrophic loss of all four 
limbs, they can never be truly “disarmed.” 

Bross Physiology: Bross are sizeable, lupine bipeds sporting rippling muscles, terrifying claws, and faces 
that only a (terrified, screaming) mother could love. They are covered in coarse, dense fur (different 
tribes often sport their own coloration and grooming preferences), have short, fleshy snouts, and often 
file their already-razor-sharp teeth into deadly points as a display of ferocity. Most Brossiards stand at 
least 7 feet tall and can take incredible punishment without going down. 

Bross History: The Bross hail from a planet they call Thurgax and which most other races find 
strangely reminiscent of their own ancient religious depictions of Hell (a surprising constant in most 
religions across the galaxy, in fact). Enormous volcanoes belch flame and smoke into the air; vast, 
sweltering jungles swarm with insects the size of Earth birds and cats; and nearly 80% of the native flora 
are highly toxic and more than a few are actively aggressive. 

Despite all this, the Bross managed to survive long enough to develop into an interstellar civilization. 
Some say this is due to their inherently tribal nature: competing bands of Brossiards winnowed away at 
the weaker members of their foes until only the strongest and most resilient remained; Bross history is 
littered with the disgraced names of failed clans that were wiped out by their peers. 

During the Computer Age on Thurgax, the Bross were unified by a powerful tribal leader they refer to 
as the All-Queen. While individual tribes continue to exist, all swear absolute fealty to the Queen. The 
Bross seem to indicate that she has been the same individual for centuries now, despite a normal Bross 
lifespan being about 60 years at most. 

Their arrival in the Accord was rather exciting for all involved, as they rocketed into interstellar space 
after capturing and interrogating a shipful of Tinkreners who strayed too close to the Bross home star 
system. Despite their somewhat aggressive nature, the Bross weren’t exclusively interested in conquest, 
and given that there were many “free” worlds in that part of Accord space, the Bross were pacified with 
generous colonization agreements. 

However, when Zuulgos infiltrators captured the All-Queen, the Bross found themselves compelled to 
obey the insectoid species. They went to war against the Accord, and only the efforts of a crack team of 
specialists who retrieved the All-Queen from Zuulgos custody convinced the Bross to return to the 
Accord and help defeat their former masters. After this, they tended to view the Zuulgos in a very dim 
light indeed and were amongst the most savage combatants in the Twinned War. 

Bross Today: The rapid and poorly catalogued spread of the Bross through space meant more than a 
few colony worlds and space colonies went undiscovered by the Enlightenment, making the Bross one of 
the more populace species in the post-war Orion Sector. It’s unknown what the current state of 
Thurgax is, as some fear that the Keeper Array over it may have exacerbated its already dire 
greenhouse conditions beyond the point that even Brossiards could survive. Therefore, the remaining 
Brossiards off-world are often unbound, operating in small, tightly knit clans or as lone mercenaries. 
They find work easily due to their natural talent for combat, but many other species still regard them as 
dangerous animals as much as they do sapient peers. 
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Chowr’ii 
Chowr’ii Aspects: Ancient Psionic Crystalline Intelligences; Implacable Master-Strategists of the 
Long Game; We Failed the Accord 

Chowr’ii: Stunt: The Patience of Stone – Chowr’ii characters automatically gain an additional 
Minor Consequence slot which must be used to absorb Mental Stress (this is on top of any extra slots 
they receive from having a high Will Skill or by other means). 

Chowr’ii Extra: Natural Psionics – Chowr’ii characters are natural psionics; they get a Psionic 
Attunement Extra of their choice by default. In areas where e-space fields are dampened, Chowr’ii 
characters can usually continue moving, but may become immobile if e-space is inaccessible. 

Chowr’ii Physiology: Chowr’ii are composed of sapient mineral deposits that often take the form of 
rock clusters and/or crystalline formations. Many choose to grow themselves into the approximate 
shape of a bipedal creature, but just as many others opt for more. . . esoteric configurations. While 
there is some variation in the appearance of these mineral deposits, most are faintly luminescent and 
sparkle slightly when lit externally; a dull appearance can indicate the Chowr’ii is sick or even deceased. 

A natural property of the minerals that Chowr’ii are made of is that they act as excellent conductors of 
e-space power; some theorize that the constant infusions of these multi-dimensional energies are what 
gave rise to sapience in the first Chowri’i. They make use of this energy in many ways; indeed, without it 
(or mechanical assistance), the Chowr’ii are fully immobile, though still conscious. In the presence of e-
space leylines, Chowri’i nearby tend to glow much brighter than normal. 

The Chowr’ii subsist on a mixture of e-space energy and base mineral components which they absorb 
naturally when they remain stationary on materials that contain them. 

Chowr’ii History: Chowr’ii civilization is one of the oldest and most storied in the Orion Sector. They 
had established a global government by 11,000 years ago and begun interstellar explorations less than 
500 years later. However, their innate tendency toward patience, careful planning, and gradual accretion 
of knowledge meant that this exploration was extraordinarily measured and slow-paced. It would be 
almost 10,000 years before they first encountered the Vandross patrols near their territory and formed 
the Systems Accord with the robotic intelligences. 

In their long history, the Chowr’ii have developed a finely honed martial tradition, but rarely had to use 
it until the First Zuulgos War 800 years ago. Though it took some time to adapt their millennia-old 
tactics and theories to actual combat, once they had a feel for it, the Chowr’ii proved astonishingly 
effective commanders in the war. 

A terrible plague on their homeworld, Ch’lrayn about 425 years ago devastated the central command 
structure of their race; some theorize that virtually every Elder in the civilization died before a cure was 
discovered by Tinkren and Vandross scientists. The Chowr’ii never revealed how many died, but it’s 
generally believed that the plague was one of the key reasons they were unable to better stand against 
the Artax when the Twinned War became the Enlightenment War. 

Chowr’ii Today: Despite their eventual defeat, the Chowr’ii fought on longer than any other species in 
the Accord. As such, the Artax paid them special attention in the post-war cleanup, obliterating 
countless enclaves of Chowr’ii civilization, including colony worlds that had stood for thousands of 
years. As such, relatively few of their number survive in open space nowadays, and most of those who 
do seem plagued by a strong feeling of guilt for failing their Accord comrades. Worse yet, some say that 
a new, more virulent version of the plague that tormented them in the past was sweeping over Chowr’ii 
Prime when it was sealed; do any yet survive there? 
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Dulfix 
Dulfix Aspects: Rapacious Traders with An Eye for Profit; I Always Know the Quickest Way; 
Dutifully Paying off a Billion Life-Debts to the Zuulgos 

Dulfix Stunt: I’m Good for It – Once per Session, a Dulfix character can invoke an Aspect related to 
trade, money, or similar for free; this stacks with any free invocations gained by other means. 

Dulfix Extra: Costly Extra – Dulfix characters can begin play with an Extra one step better than their 
Resources score affords (e.g., a Starship with a total cost of +4, like a Fair [+2] Frigate [Huge; X2 Cost], 
can be had by a Dulfix with a +3 Resources). 

Dulfix Physiology: Dulfices stand about shoulder-high to the average human, with the bulk of their 
mass contained in a blobbish-looking semi-solid shell that contains most of their organs and their brain. 
They have three legs, arranged like a tripod, that extend from beneath it and which feature many joints, 
as well as a number of tentacles coming from the sides of their shell (the number varies). One large 
tentacle comes out the top; it has a single, enormous eye atop it, which most Dulfices keep wet by 
means of a small, moist cloth kept on their person at all times. 

They mature quickly, shedding numerous pseudo-shells in their first 4 years of life before achieving their 
final size, and eat voraciously and often, though they do not much care what their food tastes like 
(although a wealthy Dulfix will be certain to only have rare and expensive delicacies to show off). Also, 
due to their unique body shape, it’s extraordinarily hard to take a Dulfix by surprise or flank one. 

Dulfix History: By the time that the Accord encountered the Dulfix (along with the Kreanne and 
Plodnar who all lived nearby), they had a significant portion of their area of space under control by 
purely economic means. Indeed, it appeared that the placid, lackadaisical Kreanne and unwise, simple-
minded Plodnars—by bent of not growing up among the hyper-capitalistic society of the Dulfix—were 
no match for their financial acumen. It was hardly an aggressive or cruel takeover; rather, it just seemed 
like everyone in those systems owed the Dulfix a great deal of money. 

Of course, it can be assumed that the race’s intrinsic vulnerability to the “Grass is Always Greener” 
cognitive bias is what lead to them getting off their homeworld and settling interstellar space in the first 
place. Indeed, they quickly mastered e-space travel, risking trajectories far closer to gravity wells than 
virtually anyone else, all in the name of saving a few credits on fuel costs. They say that there’s no 
happier Dulfix than a broke Dulfix, because she has nowhere to go but up, and numerous historical 
interactions with their race seem to bear this out. 

During the Twinned War, the Dulfix supplied money and logistical support to the Accord, though they 
did little fighting themselves (except the famed Gilded Legion, their ancient mercenary corps). As the 
western section of Accord space fell to the Artaxian Enlightenment, apparently a savvy Zuulgos 
commander “stepped in” and convinced his Artax masters to grant offworld Dulfices an extra month to 
abandon their colonies and return to the homeworld before it was sealed in a Keeper Array. Seeing the 
Zuulgos as having saved the lives of these offworlders, the Dulfix declared that they owed their 
newfound jailers an enormous sum of life debts, a curious interpretation of Dulfix Economic Law. 

Dulfix Today: Despite many Dulfices returning home to Dulfixian II, many more remained off-world, 
either by choice or accident. They have adapted well, setting themselves up as overseers of trade in 
open space, and the Quix and Zuulgos rely on them heavily to provide some form of regulation to the 
rampant smuggling and piracy that go on there. 

Few purely Dulfix colonies or starbases remain; they generally prefer to live in the company of other 
species, particularly the Kreanne and Plodnar, who were their first interstellar acquaintances. 
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Human 
Human Aspects: Starry-Eyed Newcomers to the Cosmos; Strength Through Diversity; We 
Fought to the Last Man in the Twinned War! 

Human Stunt: At character creation, if you are playing a Human character, you gain one extra Free 
Stunt (bringing the total to 5) and one extra Skill at Fair (+2). 

Human Physiology: Humans are a curiosity in interstellar space. They lack virtually any physical 
defenses, universal psionic ability (although some do manifest it), or extraordinary offensive capability. 
Their brains are neither the largest nor the fastest, and they live only a few decades at best. 
Nonetheless, these mostly hairless (except the tops of their heads) bipeds, with their soft, fleshy skin, 
weak, claw-free arms, and awkward,  single-jointed legs nonetheless survived on a world replete with 
many fiercer, faster, more deadly species. Not only did they survive, in fact, but they flourished! 

Human History: Human history was largely a tale of empires and conquests for the majority of their 
existence; other Accord races would occasionally pass through or near their home system, Sol, and 
note the telltale signs of conflict emanating from the world. Most assumed that they would not achieve 
spaceflight in the near future, though there were telltale reports of interactions between humanity and 
some of these interstellar visitors, not always terribly peaceful. 

However, after uncovering an installation apparently built by the Ancient Ones on their homeworld’s 
moon, Luna, human scientists were able to jump-start their race into the field of trans-dimensional 
engineering, and within a generation, they were exploring nearby systems. One such voyage brought 
them into contact with the Vandross, and through them, the Accord as a whole. 

Some—especially those who’d observed humanity’s primitive behavior so recently—expressed doubts 
over admitting them to the Accord, but it appeared that humanity would begin colonization and 
interstellar travel efforts regardless, so they were tentatively accepted. In the century that followed, they 
proved an influential, if somewhat pesky, presence among the stars, always pushing limits and striving to 
establish a real place for themselves among Accord society. When the war came, they fought fiercely for 
the Accord, with a surprising amount of tenacity and skill. 

Humans Today: Unfortunately, their fervor in the conflict brought the weight of the Artaxian 
Enlightenment down upon the humans to a degree felt by no other race except perhaps the Chowr’ii. 
Their starbases, space colonies, fleets, and planetary colonies were ransacked, dismantled, or—most 
insultingly—given over to their new captors, the Zuulgos. The remnants of humanity were sealed within 
a Keeper Array on Earth and left to suffer on a world that had been bombarded from orbit for weeks 
already during the War. 

Many humans remained offworld, too attached to their newfound place among the stars to return home, 
even if it meant perhaps never seeing it again. Moreover, some suspect that at least a few hidden 
colonies and secret fleets may have remained; indeed, one such fleet was implicated in a notorious 
rebellion 30 years into the post-war period. 
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Kreanne 
Kreanne Aspects: Inscrutable Psychic Clouds Floating in the Gas Giants; Ethereal Monks at 
Peace with Everything; We Cannot Hear the [VOICE] Anymore 

Kreanne Stunt: Barely There at All – Once per conflict, when a Kreanne character fails to Defend 
against an Attack from a physical source (e.g., fists or a bullet), he can disperse into a more gaseous form 
and gains Armor: 2 against that Attack. 

Kreanne Extra: Natural Psionics – A Kreanne character can begin play with the “Defender” Psionic 
Attunement Extra, even if they don’t have anything indicating they are a Psion in their Aspects. 

Kreanne Physiology: The Kreanne are an unusual and thoroughly unique race in the Orion Sector. 
Each is comprised of billions of tiny motes of semi-sentient biological matter connected by a weak, but 
ever-present, psionic field that extends into e-space. This enables them to think as a single mind, granting 
sapience to individual Kreannies. Losing even a significant portion of these motes doesn’t seem to 
bother a Kreanne very much, although there does seem to be a point—around 65% mote-loss—where 
their mental and physical capabilities begin to drop off rapidly: a Kreanne can be considered “dead” 
when 80% of its component motes have been destroyed. 

While most Kreanne live their lives out floating amidst the violent storms of gas giants (they appear 
capable of surviving atmospheric conditions that would be poisonous to other life forms), just as many 
have elected to incorporate themselves enough to travel the stars; in such a state, they usually resemble 
a hazy, ill-defined biped, often without clear sensory organs or other definable characteristics. 

Kreanne History: The Kreanne were an extraordinarily difficult race to quantify and communicate 
with when they were first encountered by the Dulfix; the Dulfix captain of that vessel assumed that the 
Kreannies he was speaking to via his intercom were in fact all a single intelligence living in the heart of 
the gas giant he was currently scooping for fuel. When a few Kreannies incorporated themselves within 
his engine compartment and climbed out, it was disturbing. 

What the Dulfix, and other species, eventually, learned is that the Kreanne had been contentedly 
observing the greater cosmos from the gas giants they inhabit for millennia already, and that it had never 
occurred to them that the strange, organic life forms rushing to and fro in their metal spaceships might 
actually be sapients worth speaking to. 

Once they learned there was other intelligent life in the universe, the Kreanne were happy to involve 
themselves in interstellar affairs. They found the Accord species fascinating, and spent a great deal of 
time traveling among them, often calling themselves “monks,” “travelers,” and even “observers of the 
great chaos of your lives.” 

During the War, they found the conflict horrifying—strangely moreso than the skirmishes and conflicts 
with other species throughout their history with the Accord—and quickly agreed to a surrender 
wherein they were sealed on a single massive gas giant in their original home system. 

Kreanne Today: Despite their seeming complete surrender, the Kreanne were not gone forevermore. 
Their inherently gaseous nature makes them legendarily hard to track down or contain, and many had 
remained aboard starships and starbases when their government surrendered to the Artax. 

However, these remaining Kreannies are not quite as calm and collected as their historical forebears. 
They’ve developed a reputation for having a strained, fearful edge to them that was never a part of their 
slow, peaceful demeanor before. Moreover, some say that the Keeper Array around their homeworld is 
not necessarily 100% successful in containing the motes of those trapped beneath. . .  
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Plodnar 
Plodnar Aspects: Floppy-Eared Canid Quadrupeds of the Plodd Jungle; Cheerful Idiots Happy 
to be Along for the Ride; The Quix Say We Gotta, so We Gotta 

Plodnar Stunt: Blissful Ignorance – Once per Scene, a Plodnar can somehow bumble his way 
through an Overcome Action using Academics or Engineering with a +2 Bonus to the Roll. If they spend 
a Fate Point, they can do so again in the same scene. 

Plodnar Physiology: Unlike many of the other conventionally organic species in the Accord, the 
Plodnar are quadrupedal, and spend most of their lives on all four legs. Combined with their fuzzy coats, 
long, floppy ears, and large, expressive eyes, they look more than a little like oversized versions of the 
creatures called dogs by humans from the planet Earth. 

However, there are some differences. Plodnars are herbivores lacking in claws or sharp teeth, and they 
are more than capable of standing on two legs, if they see a good reason to do so. They also live much 
longer than Earth dogs, albeit not as long as many other species. 

Plodnar History: Plodnar history appears to be a collection of bizarre coincidences, mistakes-turned-
victories, and similar oddities, as they proceeded to not only survive in the Plodd Jungle (whose 
conditions are eerily reminiscent of large portions of the Bross homeworld, Thurgax) but indeed thrive 
there. Somehow or another, they mastered simple tools, complex ones, advanced technology, and even 
spaceflight at a pace similar to other species, despite often being regarded as the dumbest beings in the 
galaxy. 

Gentle and naïve by nature, the Plodnar had little in the way of conflict amongst themselves. The other 
Accord members immediately assumed that they had been enslaved by the capitalistic Dulfix when they 
first encountered the two species hundreds of years ago, given the obvious intellectual disparity, but 
were surprised to learn that the Plodnar had a special and respected place within Dulfix space. Their 
careful, slow nature, intense loyalty, and indomitable spirit had earned the Dulfix’s absolute respect, to 
the point that they would violently defend the Plodnar against anyone who sought to take advantage of 
them in the cosmos. The two species (together, sometimes, with the Kreanne) spread rapidly through 
the Sector once they became full members of the Accord. 

During the War, the loss of their Kreanne allies so early on left the Dulfix and Plodnar vulnerable. 
Despite being able to field a relatively massive defensive force thanks to their prodigious wealth and 
population, the two could not withstand the combined might of the Quix and the Artax behind them, 
eventually falling. Although the Plodnar home planet was technically assigned to the Zuulgos after the 
war, they found the Plodnar so infuriating that they bargained with the Quix to take it, instead. 

Plodnar Today: Given just how many of the Plodnar there were prior to the war, they survived in 
fairly large numbers as well. Unfortunately, Post-War interstellar space has not been kind to these 
gentle beasts. The rampant crime, piracy, and constant skirmishes have proven deadly for Plodnars 
among the stars, and many have perished or faded into insignificance. 

Worse yet, a large number of them were “adopted” by the bizarre Quix who now watch over their 
portion of the Orion Sector. Bereft of their old Accord allies, this contingent of the Plodnar now serve 
the Quix with unfailing loyalty, although most suspect they dislike the cruelties they must commit. 
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Quix 
Quix Aspects: Unfathomable Plants Whose Roots Grow Deep; Our Cutlings Require. . . 
Sustenance; Two Centuries Since the Last Great Flowering 

Quix Stunt: Swift Roots – After the first Exchange in a Conflict, Quix can make Melee Combat 
Attacks with their root systems up to one Zone away at no penalty. 

Quix Extra: I Seed Myself – A Quix character may create a Cutling clone of itself with one fewer full 
Skill Column. For instance, if the Quix currently has a +4/+3/+2/+1 array, they lose one Skill at each 
level (thereby losing access to +4 Skills entirely). If the Quix dies, its player may take control of the 
Cutling clone and begin to play it; it will share all of its “parent’s” memories until it was made. At the 
end of each Session, the clone will regain one of the lost Skill ranks until it is back to its original level. 

Quix Physiology: Some are unconvinced that Quix are properly alive in the traditional sense of the 
word. Each resembles a large, shaggy, dark-leaved tree with thick, low-hanging leaves and a bulbous, 
dark brown or black trunk. They can move themselves around with their writhing, tendril-like masses of 
roots, and further vines hang down from each Quix’s canopy by which they can manipulate tools. 

Most Quix excrete a thick, acidic sap from their trunk constantly, used to digest food, which is then 
absorbed by their roots. When alarmed, a Quix will shake rapidly, divesting itself of many leaves. 

They reproduce via cuttings (“Cutlings”) of themselves, as far as anyone can tell. Each is a near-perfect 
clone of its forebear. They are communicate verbally, though there are competing theories as to how. 

Quix History: Very little is known of early Quix history. They first appeared in the Orion Sector a 
little more than 100 years before the Twinned War, their scout ships briefly dipping into Accord space 
before vanishing back into what was presumed to be the territory, somewhere southwest of Dulfix 
space. What was observed then was a bizarre species who flew enormous, living ships covered in a thick 
coating of what looked astonishingly like forest. 

Communications with the Quix proved troublesome even when they could be established at all. 
Although universal translators eventually managed to get the hang of Quix sentence constructions and 
vocabulary, the words that the plant-creatures chose to use still made little sense. 

They vanished entirely after a decade of sporadic sightings, not returning until they entered the Twinned 
War a few months before the Zuulgos Armada joined them from the other side of the Sector. Their 
ships—if anything, more enormous than before—proved able combatants, damaged sections literally 
regrowing after fights, enabling them to be combat-ready again far faster than the mechanical vessels of 
the Accord could possibly manage. 

They were vicious after the war, often refusing to communicate, and inscrutable when they did actually 
speak. Some speak of horrific changes on the colony worlds that Quix fleets scourged, with foul-looking 
forests beginning to grow across their blasted surfaces within weeks of the destruction. 

Quix Today: Left behind by the Artax as jailers to many Accord species, the Quix have essentially free 
reign over the western portion of old Accord space, and have more holdings in the north. They make a 
token effort to keep the space lanes clear of unauthorized traffic, but ever since the Artax vanished 50 
years ago, they seem to have withdrawn into themselves, focused on their own goals more than keeping 
space free. Therefore, their section of the Orion Sector is decidedly “freer” than the area controlled by 
the Zuulgos to the east and south. 

Of course, the idea that the Quix are up to something on their own now is incredibly worrying to 
virtually everyone left in that area of space. . .  
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Slyraine 
Slyraine Aspects: Shape-Shifting Creatures of Impossible Beauty; Wandering Space-Gypsies 
Who Bring Comfort to All; The Path is Lost, the Song is Over 

Slyraine Stunt: Soothing Song – When using Empathy to help Overcome a Mental Consequence, 
Slyraine characters can treat its difficulty as one step less severe (Severe as Moderate, Moderate as Mild, 
and automatically succeeding at treating a Mild Consequence). 

Slyraine Physiology: Little is known definitively about Slyraine physiology except that they seem to be 
primarily composed of organic material that most resembles “stem cells” in some other carbon-based 
life forms. This material is highly re-adaptable, particularly early in a Slyraine’s life. They seem to be able 
to exhibit an indirect control of this material—perhaps via some form of Psionics—in order to re-shape 
their general appearance to suit their personal preference. 

Slyraine don’t seem to have a average height, weight, coloration, number of sensory organs or limbs, 
etc., although they have about the same total mass as a human or similarly sized creature. Instead, they 
vary greatly in appearance, most often adopting the approximate traits of one or more other races, but 
always with one or more unusual twists (e.g., blue-skinned humans, double-eyed Dulfices, etc.). 

However, it’s usually the case that Slyraini are spectacularly beautiful in the eyes of whichever species 
they’re mimicking. The hint of the alien they usually maintain seems to be a part of this mystique. 

A Slyraine can change its forms quickly—in a few minutes for a healthy, well-fed Slyraine under 30, or as 
much as a day for a middle-aged individual—although the ability slowly dissipates or at least lessens with 
age; usually by 100, most Slyraini (who typically live to about 150) have settled on a single form. 

Slyraine History: Little is known about ancient Slyraine history, as they have been remarkably close-
lipped about it. All Slyraine in the Orion Sector descend from inhabitants of an enormous fleet of ships 
called the Flotilla that entered Accord space more than 800 years ago. It was mostly comprised of 
much-repaired (and even more much-abused) civilian vessels—trader ships, cargo haulers, vacation 
transports, etc.—though a few more militaristically oriented ships flew with them, as well. 

They are usually artistically gifted; most Slyraini are remarkably talented musicians and natural empaths, 
able to express pure feeling through art. They also have an extraordinary need for resources to keep 
their vessels running and people fed, and so they moved from system to system, plying their various 
trades in order to pay for their own survival. They developed a reputation for bringing a less-desirable 
element along with them in time; criminals, smugglers, and grafters seemed to follow the Flotilla 
wherever it went, leading many systems to ban its presence. Indeed, it seems they must have angered 
the Zuulgos greatly, for when the Insectoid warmongers learned that the Accord was “harboring” the 
Slyraine, they declared war. 

During the war, the Slyraine Flotilla moved through Accord space, bringing healing and hope wherever it 
traveled. Nonetheless, the war seemed to drain them of something vital; many who fought in it slowly 
lost their supernatural beauty and looked aged in a way Slyraini rarely do. When the war began to turn, 
Chowr’ii commanders ordered it into deep space to hide, as—without a homeworld to be sealed on—
they feared the Flotilla might be summarily destroyed by the Artax if ever found. 

Slyraine Today: In the intervening years, the Slyraine have been a constant, if diminished, presence in 
the Orion Sector. Some claim to have seen the Flotilla in orbit around a beautiful garden world lost to 
history, while others say ships from it have been a key part of numerous rebellions through the decades. 
In any case, most Slyraini in Accord space today are descended from those who left the Flotilla to settle 
elsewhere. Some may indeed be travelers from the lost fleet, but they’d be certain to hide that. 
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Tinkren 
Tinkren Aspects: Tri-Form Uni-Intelligences in Extraordinary Symbiosis; Three Heads are WAY 
Louder than One; Unable to Decide on Anything Anymore 

Tinkren Stunt: Which One Am I? – Once per Conflict, a Tinkren can gain +2 to a Defend Action 
against a Melee or Ranged Combat attack by moving its symbiotes around wildly. If this Tinkren has used 
Tri-Form Resiliency or is otherwise lacking a symbiote, it may not be able to do this as reliably. 

Tinkren Extra: Tri-Form Resiliency – A Tinkren can sacrifice one of its symbiotes rather than being 
Taken Out in a Conflict. However, doing so has many dire consequences, not least of which is an 
Extreme Consequence like The Bond is Broken or I Am Undone! 

Tinkren Physiology: The Tinkren are an extraordinary people whose chief trait is their absolute 
reliance upon symbiosis. The three sub-species that make up greater Tinkren civilization are called Tuks, 
Zuks, and Ooos; each are small (about the size of Earth cats and dogs) beings with a number of 
distinctive physical characteristics (e.g., Tuks have enormous eyes all around their bulbous, mushroom-
like heads) and weaknesses (e.g., Tuk limbs are too small and weak for them to move around very well). 

Most Tinkreners wear complicated, mechanical suits that enable their component sub-creatures to 
operate at maximum efficiency and enhance their natural symbiosis. Some opt to go au naturel for one 
reason or another. Together, Tinkren symbiotes are as capable as any other race, but when separated, 
they are usually inhibited in some way. Those few Tinkreners who go without one or more symbiotes 
usually use extremely convoluted (and never fully functional) machinery to replace the lost abilities. 

Tinkren History: Evolving together over countless eons on their homeworld, Multex VII, the Tuks, 
Zuks, and Ooos slowly merged into a unified civilization and began to call themselves Tinkreners. It’s 
believed that early civilizations on Multex VII may have been comprised of uni- and duo-forms, but these 
appear to have failed early on and been wiped out by war or assimilation into the three-part peoples. 

They first encountered the Accord when their scouts went to investigate the cataclysmic destruction of 
the First Zuulgos War, wherein the Accord defended the Slyraine Flotilla from a vengeful Zuulgos force. 
Terrified of the fighting, the Tinkren ships fled back to Multex VII, but not before being noticed by the 
Vandross. They were approached about membership in the Accord, although they did not agree until 
after the war had ended, not wanting to be involved in a conflict (it horrified them). 

In the Accord, they proved fabulous engineers and thinkers, advancing the field of computing in 
particular by leaps and bounds. Though they were ever shy of combat, in time, they came to see the 
benefit of being a part of a greater whole with the Accord and would fight dearly to defend it. 

Early in the Twinned War, some mysterious disaster struck the Tinkren high command, scattering their 
fleets and disrupting their heretofore expert strategy. Although they rebounded somewhat in time, they 
never quite managed to get a handle on the war again and eventually surrendered. 

Tinkren Today: The war and its effects have had a terrible effect on the Tinkren. In particular, those 
who remained off-world have found that losing access to their beloved homeworld has caused them 
great stress—particularly among the Ooos subspecies (ever regarded as the most emotional of the 
three). They have done much to remedy this, but nonetheless, more and more tri-forms have become 
duo-forms and uni-forms over the years, a sad sight indeed. 

They are still fabulous engineers, prized aboard any vessel that can hire their services. It’s said that there 
is a hidden Tinkren colony which greatly resembles the long-lost homeworld, and that the dis-
incorporated Ooos seek it out to find peace, but most think that a fairy tale. 
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Vandross 
Vandross Aspects: Ultra-Adaptable Intelligent Machines; My Programming is Infinitely 
Reconfigurable; Why were We Made? 

Vandross Stunt: Multi-Purpose Parts – Once per Scene, a Vandross can reconfigure its form to 
gain a +3 bonus to an Engineering Overcome Action. However, it cannot take any other such Actions in 
that Scene, needing time to re-adapt to a more general body. 

Vandross Extra: Integration – Vandrosses can be Starship Crewmembers via an Extra rather than an 
Aspect, and can change their role on the ship at any Milestone.  

If a Vandross character suffers a Physical Consequence, it must be Overcome using Engineering, not Medicine. 

Vandross Physiology: The Vandross are a race of sapient machines. Each contains within itself a 
powerful fusion reactor capable of powering it for centuries and a miniaturized matter fabricator capable 
of producing an innumerable array of sub-components to adapt the Vandross to virtually any task 
imaginable. Because of these fabricators (and the larger, more complex ones they have built on many of 
their worlds and even starships), Vandross vary wildly in appearance from individual to individual. While 
their “physiology” enables them to adapt to master a single task, most prefer more general-purpose 
forms, as doing the same thing day by day slowly wears on their emotional circuitry. 

For the comfort of other species, many Vandrosses will adopt visible “faces” somewhere on their outer 
structure that can convey approximations of common emotions and expressions, although, due to 
difficulties in “translating”, they often produce bizarre approximations of these emotions. 

Vandross History: The Vandross have no history prior to a single day 20,000 years ago, when 1 billion 
Vandross units simultaneously activated on their “homeworld,” which they dubbed Zero. They found it 
filled with homes, factories, vehicles, and other “conveniences” of everyday life which they could make 
use of, but with no indications of who had built these things—much less the Vandross themselves. 

They rapidly filled Zero with the bustle of everyday life, each unit trying to find a meaning in its own 
existence and a reason for them to continue operating each day. Some failed at this and shut themselves 
down, while others were “excited” by the possibilities of their “blank slate” existence. 

Eventually, the Vandross learned to replicate themselves and began to spread throughout their home 
system, Prime. An orbiting satellite around a distant gas giant’s largest moon contained an ancient e-
space engine, which launched the Vandross into interstellar exploration. In time, they discovered the 
Chowr’ii and formed the Systems Accord with them, the beginning of that legendary alliance. 

The Vandross fruitlessly scoured the Sector for any hint of their past before The Awakening, believing 
that they had once been tools of the Ancient Ones. The Twinned War brought an end to their search as 
they sought to defend their allies, fighting valiantly against the combined forces of the Artax, Zuulgos, 
and Quix. At the war’s end, most intact Vandross units were returned to Zero before it was sealed. 

Vandross Today: The Vandross who remained off-world had myriad reasons for doing so. Some 
simply did not make it back to Zero in time, while others had elected to stay active in rebellion against 
the Enlightenment. Still others simply wished to continue to live among the stars in the jobs they already 
had, and some hoped that the war’s end would allow them to return to searching for clues to their lost 
past and the secrets of the Ancient Ones. 

Natural engineers and constant tinkerers, the Vandross are rumored to have begin to understand the 
mechanics of the Keeper Array around Zero to a far greater extent than any other species of the old 
Accord, though if this is true, they would be very careful to hide that fact from their Quix guardians. 
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Zuulgos 
Zuulgos Aspects: Purple, Insectoid Horrors with Way too Many Claws; Unpleasant is My 
Middle Name; Conscripted “Jail Keepers of the Artaxian Inquisition 

Zuulgos Stunt: Zuulgosian Spite – Once per Conflict, a Zuulgos character can use Provoke to make 
an Attack Action that targets a character’s Physical Stress rather than Mental (in a Starship Conflict 
where the Zuulgos is using Provoke in place of Communications, it targets Shields Stress). 

Zuulgos Extra: Correct Papers – Once per Scenario, if stopped by a member of the Space Patrol, a 
Zuulgos can produce the correct identity papers or permissions to warrant free passage. 

Zuulgos Physiology: Zuulgoes are generally regarded as hideous by virtually every other species, with 
the exception of the Slyraine, who generally them as “cute.” The other interpretation is understandable, 
as the average Zuulgos stands 8 feet tall with numerous, twitching limbs ending in razor-sharp pincers 
extending from a bulbous, bright purple carapace and faces that seem to embody “terrifying.” 

The Zuulgos also have wings, although they are too large and heavy to actually fly. Nonetheless, when 
agitated, most Zuulgoes extend their wings and vibrate them slightly, creating a disconcerting buzz. Most 
Zuulgoes stand upright on two strong limbs, allowing the other four to perform tasks as necessary.  

Zuulgos History: Early Zuulgos history is marked by constant warfare between competing colonies 
raiding each other’s enormous hives to steal food, poison water supplies, and kill rival queens. Indeed, 
little changed when the Zuulgos mastered technology. It was only their absolute spite toward other life 
forms that united their civilization behind a singular cause. Indeed, while most Zuulgoes dislike each 
other, they all agree that other creatures are worse than any Zuulgos could ever be. 

A thousand years ago, their worst fears about aliens were “confirmed” by the wave of petty crime and 
disrespect for authority (which Zuulgoes adore) that followed the Slyraine Flotilla through their cluster 
of systems. They chased the Slyraine out and vowed to hunt them down should they ever engage in 
their “vile criminal practices” in inhabited space again. Shortly after the Slyraine joined the Accord, 
Zuulgos ships found them trading with the Vandross and opened fire. This “First Zuulgos War” ended 
when a great Chowr’ii General defeated the Zuulgos fleet; sending them back to their own territory. 

Centuries later, the Zuulgos’ desire for revenge came to fruition when they managed to kidnap the 
Bross All-Queen, forcing the Bross to fight for them until the All-Queen was rescued by Tinkren spies. 
Then, the Zuulgos were officially de-armed by the Accord and faced trade sanctions. 

When the Zuulgos attacked from the East while the Quix menaced the West, they began the”Twinned 
War.” However, the Zuulgos and Quix both fought for the vicious Artax Enlightenment, who controlled 
them by means of unknown threats. The Enlightenment won, and the Zuulgos and Quix were appointed 
watchers over the Orion Sector, tasked with stopping dissent and preventing unlawful space travel. 

 Zuulgos Today: The “Space Patrol” continues on today, mostly in Zuulgos hands as the Quix have 
“turned inward.” However, the disappearance of the Artax has caused the organization to grow more 
lax. Nowadays, Patrol Commanders are like warlords sitting atop petty fiefdoms, each controlling a 
system or three with a handful of ships, unchallenged in firepower or speed by most. They can collect 
taxes from offworlders, patrol starlanes, and even employee mercenaries to do most of their work for 
them. The level of professionalism among these Commanders varies significantly. 

Of course, the core command structure of the Patrol—and Zuulgos civilization in general—still 
remember the dire threats made by the Artax so many years ago, and so try to keep up appearances as 
best they can, just in case their missing masters decide to return. 
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The Phase Trio 
Once you have a general idea of the sort of character you want to play (and if you’ve got a High 
Concept, a Trouble, and a Species picked out, or at least in the process of being refined, then you’ve got 
a pretty good idea of a character going!), it’s time to tie that character to the characters the other 
players in your game will be playing. 

You will do this with a system called the “Phase Trio.” At the end of it, you’ll have three new Aspects 
for your character and have been a part of several exciting, awesome stories! Ideally, you will work on 
this process with the other players in your game in-person so that you all can share stories, tips, and 
more as you go, but you can also coordinate via the internet or other means, if that’s more convenient. 

To start, try to imagine the story of a recent adventure your character had. Please, feel free to be as 
creative as you’d like—make up incredible places, terrible dangers, powerful allies, devastating foes, and 
more! Your story doesn’t have to be long or even very specific; a hundred words will do better than a 
thousand, in fact. A great story is one with lots of action, conflict, and danger for your character. 

The most important thing is to end on a cliffhanger of some sort. Don’t make the “end” of your story 
that you write final; instead, leave it open for something more to happen. 

For instance, if your story was about your character, Draz Thiball, The Most Famous Renegade 
Smuggler in the Sector, and all-around Dulfix rogue, and its most recent run through the heavily 
policed Septima Cordii system to deliver an order of Thurlian Brain-Blaster Whisky to the enormous 
Septima Place asteroid colony there, you might stop it when an weapons-laden Zuulgos Enforcer 
starship locked scanners on your vessel and identified the contraband in your cargo hold. 

Now, stop, and try to think of an Aspect that might describe your character and their behavior in this 
story. What sort of motivations lead them to end up there, and what elements of their personality 
explain why they reacted the way that they did? In Thiball’s case, his player might decide to give him the 
Aspect Defies Danger for Fun and Profit, since he did take illegal liquor into one of the most heavily 
guarded systems in the Orion Sector! 

Next, pass your story to another player and let them continue the tale. Ideally, if you’re all together, 
everyone can just pass their stories to the person on their right. The person who gets yours will be 
tasked with writing in how their character came into the story and lead to its continuation. Sometimes, 
this is a positive interaction (they helped your character get out of a tight spot), and sometimes it’s a 
little more complicated (maybe while trying to help, they only made things worse). They could choose 
to make this meeting be the first between your characters—the “origin story” of their partnership—or 
one of many adventures they’ve had together. 

Like the first part of the story, the second part should also end on a cliffhanger of sorts. For instance, if 
the player for Sara Newell, brave human starship captain with the Zuulgos Order-Keeper Kraxiss 
Vaxilax Killed My Parents! Aspect, got your story about Draz Thiball, they might decide that Sara 
identified the ship attacking Draz’s as belonging to Vaxilax, who she’d been tracking for weeks. Figuring 
that “the enemy of an enemy is a friend,” Sara blazed her engines and joined the fray. Of course, that 
kind of firefight could draw a lot of attention. . . say, from the two other Zuulgos ships patrolling the 
immediate area! 

In this case, Sara’s player might give her a new Aspect like I Saved Draz’s Bacon (or Booze). Aspects 
that really tie the characters together like this are best; they help to create a cohesive group! Now 
Sara’s player knows that she’ll stick up for Draz if the situation calls for it, but also that Draz might owe 
her a big one sometime in the future. 
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Finally, your story will get added to one more time as everyone passes again; feel free to use the same 
pattern as last time. The new holder of your story will add in how their character comes into the tale, 
and ideally wrap it up (but there’s nothing wrong with leaving it open again; that might even be a good 
“hook” for your characters in the future!). 

Maybe your story ends up in the hands of Dr. Ind’ii J’onnz’s player. This dashing Bross “archaeologist” 
might have gotten locked up beside Sara and Draz after they surrendered in the previous battle (and by 
writing this, the player decides that the others did surrender!), and then helps them escape from prison 
by using his handy-dandy Mechano-Claws, which he’s fashioned to act as lock-picks that hide where his 
old claws used to be! His player might give him a new aspect like I’ve Always Got a Bright Idea to 
reflect this sort of ingenuity. 

Again, leaving things open isn’t bad! If the three escaped criminals don’t recover their respective ships in 
the story written during the Phase Trio, that might be a fun adventure to have in the campaign itself, or 
even impact their relationships in-game (for instance, maybe Draz ends up in debt because his illicit 
cargo was taken up by the Patrol, so now he has to work to get out of debt and maybe—just maybe—
holds his predicament against Sara for her botched “rescue”). 

Add the three new Aspects (one from your story and two from other player’s that you got passed) to 
your character sheet and move on to Skills. 

Skills 
By default, each character in Spaceward, Ho! will start with 10 Skills assembled in a “Skill Pyramid” 
(Humans will have 11). In a Pyramid, each “level” of Skills must be at least as large as the level above it; 
you can never have more Great (+4) Skills than you do Good (+3). Each Skill describes a general set of 
activities and actions that your character can do, and good they are at doing them! 

In the usual starting Pyramid, your character will start with the following: 

1 Great (+4) Skill 
2 Good (+3) Skills 
3 Fair (+2) Skills (Note: Humans have one extra Skill at this level) 
4 Average (+1) Skills 

All other Skills are considered to be Mediocre (+0) for your character, although, of course, you can 
change things around later on at Milestones. 

If you’re not sure yet (there are a lot of Skills to pick from!), consider leaving some or all of your “Skill 
Slots” blank and just start playing. If you encounter a situation where your Aspects (or even just your 
idea for your character) make it seem like you should jump in and do something, go ahead and fill in the 
appropriate Skill on your character sheet. 

For instance, if Sara Newell’s player knew for sure that she should have a Great (+4) Pilot Skill but was 
pretty hazy on everything else, they might leave it all blank at first. In the first adventure, when the group 
found themselves in a sticky situation with the Star Patrol, Sara’s player might decide she’d step up and 
talk them out of it without necessarily having to result to violence. That sounds like a Rapport roll, and 
the player decides that Sara must be pretty good at it, so they assign her Good (+3) Rapport—a natural 
leader is starting to emerge, perhaps! 

You can move Skills around a little at Minor Milestones (more on those later in this guide), and will 
occasionally gain new Skills to spend after big adventures, but the process is generally a little slow, so try 
to make sure that your character has Skills to cover most of the things you’d like them to do! 
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When you advance your Skills in the future, the rule about having at least as many Skills at each level as 
there is in all higher levels holds true, though your Skills might start to resemble Columns more than a 
Pyramid in time. That’s completely alright, so long as there’s no point where your character has a 
dangling skill at the top anywhere! 

Other parts of this guide go into more detail about how and when to use Skills, and exactly what each 
one does, but always feel free to ask the Gamemaster, too. Most should be fairly self-explanatory. 

However, one thing should be noted: if you take the Psionics Skill, you’ll need to do two things. 

First, you’ll need to “justify” the Skill by mentioning that your character is a Psion in one of their 
Aspects. Some Species Aspects already have this in them, while others might grant a special Extra to 
cover the requirement, instead. Otherwise, you’ll need to work it in somewhere. 

Second, you’ll need to decide what kind of Psion your character is. Generally, they fall into four broad 
categories, and the biggest difference between them is that each kind of Psion can only take three of the 
four kinds of Actions with the Skill (the four Actions, again, are Attack, Defend, Create an Advantage, 
and Overcome). So, you’ll want to pick which action your character can’t use Psionics for! Furthermore, 
each Psion focuses on either Psychic power (affecting other creatures minds, seeing the future, etc.) or 
Telekinetic power (creating bursts of energy, moving things around). 

Later on in this guide, you’ll learn a little more about Psionics and the different kinds of Psions in 
Spaceward, Ho!, but that should be enough to get you going for now. 

Stunts and Refresh 
Your character also starts with a number of Stunts. A Stunt is a special modification to one of your 
character’s Skills to make them better in specific situations or to provide slight changes to the usual 
rules (if not both!). 

Most characters will start with 4 “free” Stunts and 1 Stunt from their Species. They’ll also start with 3 
Refresh, which dictates the minimum number of Fate Points the character starts each Session with. If 
you’d like, you can “spend” your character’s Refresh to buy more Stunts (1 Refresh per Stunt), although 
you cannot reduce the Refresh score to 0 or less. 

In the next Chapter, a number of example Stunts are provided to get you thinking about how they work 
and to give you ideas for what sorts of Stunts make sense in the world of Spaceward, Ho!. Feel free to 
design your own special Stunts using the provided guidelines, or just pick from the “default” ones; 
whichever you prefer! 

Like with Skills, you might have a hard time picking Stunts right away. If that’s the case, feel free to add 
them in play, though this will take a little back-and-forth with the GM most of the time. For instance, if 
you really feel like your character is a real crack shot with their laser pistol, but your Ranged Combat 
Attack roll fails to hit an enemy, maybe you might want a Stunt that adds +2 to your Attack Rolls with 
Ranged Combat in a very particular situation. 

Since sussing out those details can take a little while, if you do choose to add Stunts “on the fly” like this, 
consider talking to the GM about it after the game so that you can work out the limitations that are 
appropriate and refine the Stunt without slowing down the pace of the game. 
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Stress Boxes and Consequences 
Each character in Spaceward, Ho! will start the game with at least two “boxes” of Stress for both the 
Mental and Physical categories. The first box should be numbered with a “1,” and the second with a “2.” 
This indicates how much Stress (very generally, damage) each box can “hold.” 

Characters with very high Physique and/or Will scores might have additional Stress boxes in one or 
both categories, which are numbered in a similar pattern (third is numbered “3,” and so on). 

Each character will also start the game with at least three Consequence slots: a Mild, a Moderate, and a 
Severe (labeled, in turn, “2,” “4,” and “6,” again representing how much “Stress” each Consequence can 
withstand). Unlike Stress, there aren’t generally separate Consequences for Physical and Mental Stress, 

While Stress Boxes are automatically cleared at the end of each Conflict, a Consequence slot will stay 
filled for a Session or more! Each represents a lasting, uncomfortable after-effect of an Attack left on 
your character that will hamper them (Consequences are basically Aspects, so they can be Compelled) 
for some time until they are fully recovered. 

Like Stress, your character might gain additional Consequence slots from very high Physique and Will 
Skill scores; see those Skills for more details. 

Extras 
Extras are anything that isn’t covered by Aspects, Skills, Stunts (and, of course, Name and Description!) 
that nonetheless matter to your character. Generally, most characters won’t start with an Extra unless 
their species provides one, but a common Extra (that shows up in a lot of games!) is Starship ownership. 

If you want your character to own and/or operate their own Starship, talk to the GM to see what kind 
of Resources system your game will be using (there’s both a very simplified system and a little more 
sophisticated version available). This will help decide how fancy of a Starship your character can afford 
to start with, but very generally, the quality will be tied to your character’s Resources score. 

Sometimes (say, in a campaign very focused on Starships), you and the GM might decide that it’s 
appropriate for you to start with a much better Starship than normal due to some element of your 
character’s background, though this might require mention in your Aspects somehow. 

Other common Extras include Organizations you’re a part of and extraordinary Ancient Ones 
equipment that your character comes across in their adventures. 

Sample Backgrounds 
Many characters in the world of Spaceward, Ho! have already lived exciting, action-packed lives prior to 
the start of the current campaign. While you are absolutely not required to use one of them, the 
following Backgrounds give some idea about the sorts of “pre-story to the main story” your character 
might have had, and offer some suggested High Concepts, Troubles, Species, Skills, Stunts, and Extras 
that fit the Background in question. Feel free to use these exactly as they come, to see them as a 
starting point for a character of your own design, or to ignore them wholesale! 

Each Sample Background includes two sample Aspects (one that could easily be a High Concept, and 
another that could work as a Trouble, perhaps with a little work). They also include a sample Skill 
allotment that would support a starting character with those Aspects well. Finally, they also include a 
few suggested Stunts that suit the flavor as well. Some include an Extra. 

Species aren’t mentioned; really, any species could wind up in any sort of background. Even non-Zuulgos 
get conscripted into the Space Patrol from time to time!  
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Lost Colonist 
Your people were conquered by the Artax during the Twinned War, and most were sealed beneath a 
Keeper Array on your homeworld. However, some few of you managed to live on in hidden enclaves 
scattered throughout the sector, desperately trying to evade scanner sweeps from the Artax and their 
thugs, the Zuulgos and the Quix. Maybe you turned off all your technology, or were just in a remote 
corner of the sector, but either way, you’ve made it at least until now. 

What drove you off-world? Perhaps it was wanderlust, calling you to the stars. Maybe you search for 
more of your people, wherever aftermath of the war has spread you. Or perhaps the Star Patrol finally 
found your colony, forcing you offworld. In any case, the galaxy is a new place for you, and might seem 
strange compared to the stories about the old Accord you heard on your colony. 

Sample Aspects: Amazed by Everything in Space; Backwater Yokel in the Big City 

Sample Skill Allotment: +4 Rapport, +3 Empathy, +3 Notice, +2 Physique, +2 Will, +2 Melee 
Combat, +1 Athletics, +1 Medicine, +1 Stealth, +1 Drive 

Sample Stunts: Sticks and Stones, Danger Sense, Best Foot Forward, Tough as Nails 

Mercenary 
Hard times call for hard people. With the Quix off doing who-the-hell-knows-what in their territory, the 
Zuulgos Space Patrol is in need of people willing to take credits in exchange for shooting other people, 
and the vast number of petty warlords, criminal masterminds, colonial despots, and would-be rebel 
leaders are all looking to exchange money for gun-arms, too, it seems. Hey, it’s a living! 

Sample Aspects: I’ve Fought for Damn Near Every Fool with Money Round These Parts; Aging 
Mercenary Haunted by War 

Sample Skill Allotment: +4 Ranged Combat, +3 Physique, +3 Notice, +2 Melee Combat, +2 
Engineering, +2 Athletics, +1 Contacts, +1 Drive, +1 Provoke, +1 Resources 

Sample Stunts: Deadly Riposte, Reactive Shot, Grappler, A Hail of Bullets 

Psion 
Your mind has been opened to the echoing chaos of E-space, whether by natural genetics (as is the case 
for Kreannies or Chowri’i), a random mutation (as in Humans or Bross), or even freak accidents 
involving multi-dimensional leylines or essence-charged machinery malfunctions. However it happened, 
you are able to tap into the same power that drives faster-than-light travel and numerous other 
technological wonders using nothing but your mind. 

In some cultures, psions are feared and even hated. In others, they are revered as nigh-gods. In still 
others, they are as common as breathing and hardly worth a mention. In any case, they are powers to 
be reckoned with if they can control their abilities—and find their place in the cosmos. 

Sample Aspects: Gifted Thief Granted Incredible Psionic Power; Unstable Breaker Unleashed 
By an Engine Core Explosion 

Sample Skill Allotment: Psionics +4, Will +3, Stealth +3, Physique +2, Burglary +2, Investigate +2, 
Melee Combat +1, Athletics +1, Deceive +1, Contacts +1 

Sample Stunts: Battering-Brain, Indomitable, Experienced Infiltrator, Always a Way Out 

Sample Extra: Psionic (Telekinetic) 
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Rebel 
Not all the members of the old Accord species were quite ready to give up when the final surrender 
was declared by the broken Chowr’ii on Ch’lrayn two centuries ago. Moreover, many of their 
descendents elect to fight on against first the Enlightenment and now after its remnant, the Space Patrol. 
Secretive guerillas raiding Zuulgos colonies, debonair pirates flaunting the regulations against interstellar 
travel, and would-be military commanders seeking zealous followers all fall under the rebel banner, 
though most wouldn’t dream of cooperating in a thousand years. Will they ever find their freedom? 

Sample Aspects: Noble Chowr’ii Commander in Search of Soldiers; I Failed the Accord Once 
Already 

Sample Skill Allotment: Rapport +4, Ranged Combat +3, Contacts +3, Resources +2, Deceive +2, 
Physique +2, Athletics +1, Stealth +1, Will +1, Hacking +1 

Sample Stunts: Team Player, Uncanny Accuracy, Call for Backup, Financial Warfare 

Researcher 
Despite the rather draconian government in place throughout most of the sector, research continues 
apace. The Zuulgos command their slaves to push forward on weapons to protect them from the Quix 
and the Artax alike, hidden colonists strive to regain lost technologies, and brave explorers plumb the 
depths of ancient ruins in search of Ancient Ones artifacts. While it’s a dangerous universe out there, 
there’s no harm in bringing a book alongside your electro-sword! 

Of course, finding the answer to all of life’s questions will take more than just kicking around in libraries 
and computer centers all day long. Eventually, you’ve got to get out there in the world and live a little. 

Sample Aspects: The Most Brilliant Mind in the Clouds of Vesperine; Know-it-All Kreanne from 
an Ivory Tower 

Sample Skill Allotment: Academics +4, Investigate +3, Medicine +3, Will +2, Notice +2, Engineering 
+2, Melee Combat +1, Athletics +1, Psionics +1, Hacking +1 

Sample Stunts: I’ve Read About That!, Data Delver, Surgical Strikes, Scanner Sweep 

Space Patrol 
For all the complaining the subject races of the glorious Artaxian Enlightenment do, the Space Patrol 
really aren’t all that bad! They fight piracy among the star-lanes, keep sectors free from external threats, 
put down dangerous rebellions, regulate trade and research throughout the sector, and ensure that the 
nasty little nit-wits who run the space colonies and starbases at least pay their taxes toward the greater 
good. Honestly, the way people talk, you’d think the Patrol were all villains! 

Of course, even a loyal Space Patrol member will want to make good use of the leeway the new order 
allows to follow up on missions he or she deems most important. 

Sample Aspects: Glorious Patrol Captain, Guardian the Stars; Mean-Spirited Bully with a 
Badge and a Temper 

Sample Skill Allotment: Provoke +4, Pilot +3, Resources +3, Contacts +2, Ranged Combat +2, 
Investigate +2, Physique +1, Athletics +1, Will +1, Drive +1 

Sample Stunts: Armor of Fear, Hard to Shake, Money Talks, Eavesdropper 

Sample Extra: Zuulgos Enforcer starship – Average (+1) Destroyer-class 
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Spacer 
Some folk just can’t get enough of space life. Perhaps they were born aboard a starship, or maybe they 
first glimpsed the stars from atop a hill high above a bustling, high-tech colony. Whatever the cause, the 
space-ways are in their hearts forevermore, and nothing calls to them like the life of adventure that 
being a spacer brings without a doubt. Drifting from colony to station, system to system, job to job, they 
do whatever they have to do to keep their ships running and crews fed. 

Sample Aspects: The Stars are My Home, Travel is my Life; If I Lose My Ship, I Don’t Know 
What I’d Do 

Sample Skill Allotment: Pilot +4, Resources +3, Rapport +3, Contacts +2, Melee Combat +2, 
Physique +2, Athletics +1, Academics +1, Engineering +1, Will +1 

Sample Stunts: Less than 12 Parsecs!, Starship Aficionado, Popular, Ear to the Ground 

Sample Extra: The Avenging Flame starship – Fair (+2) Corvette-class 

Trader 
In the end, folks just plain need stuff, and that’s all there is to it. Someone’s gotta find that stuff wherever 
it is, and bring it to where the folk who need it are, and there ain’t no shame in making a little money 
along the way to keep the whole process moving. From individual starship captains making dangerous 
runs between hidden colonies right under the Space Patrol’s nose to wealthy CEOs managing multi-
system conglomerates of impossible scale, traders are an inevitable and vital part of life. 

With the Artax apparently gone and the Zuulgos trying to figure out how they are supposed to run 
things before the whole sector lights up in rebellion, there’s plenty of profit to be made. New space-
ways are being discovered (or re-discovered) every day; a sharp eye and a willingness to take risks could 
take a trader far in these exciting times! 

Sample Aspects: I’ve Always Got what My Customers Want; I’d Probably Trade My Grandma if 
it’d Make Me a Profit 

Sample Skill Allotment: Resources +4, Rapport +3, Contacts +3, Empathy +2, Pilot +2, Deceive +2, 
Academics +1, Will +1, Notice +1, Investigate +1 

Sample Stunts: All These Lucky Pennies, Rumormonger, Lies Upon Lies, Defensive 
Maneuvers 

Sample Extra: CEO of Black Chasm General Traders – a Huge (x2), Fair (+2) corp 

Of course, those are hardly the only kinds of characters you’re liable to find in the world of Spaceward, 
Ho!, but they are a plenty good start. 

Your character should be done now, so feel free to hop in and start playing, or keep reading for more 
detailed explanations of many of the game’s rules and systems. 


